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Features and beneFits

•	surface is able to be completely refinished to maintain  
 product “newness” 

•	Great for edge lighting – tremendous optical properties and high light 
 transmission

•	rigid - stable and sturdy material for horizontal applications 

•	Qualifies for 3form reclaim™ – keeping end-of-life material out of landfills

•	combine up to five colors to create any color imaginable 

available COlOrs

3form chroma comes in a variety of translucent warm and cool colors. 
colors can be made opaque with the addition of the color - White out. 

(visit www.3-form.com for the complete list of available color options.)

chroma reflect

3form chroma reflect™ pairs beautiful 3form colors with a reflective 
opaque mirror. the result is a breathtaking panel that glows and radiates 
color like you’ve never seen. chroma reflect panels are 1-sided and 
opaque. chroma reflect can only be paired with one chroma color. the 
back finish of chroma reflect is left unfinished to allow for more versatil-
ity during fabrication. chroma reflect adds an extra 1/8" (3 mm) to the 
standard thickness of chroma panels. additionally, chroma reflect is 
not suitable for exterior use and requires special fabrication techniques.

textures/patterns/Finishes

all chroma sheets come standard with a renewable matte finish on the 
front face that allows the product to be continually rejuvenated if ever 
desired or necessary during the service life of the material. the back 
side of 3form chroma in translucent colors is finished with a matte finish, 
but this side should not be renewed. chroma clear comes standard with 
renewable matte surfaces on front and back.

chroma panels can be ordered with an optional renewable matte Back 
finish, that allows refinishing of both sides of the panel. the renewable 
matte Back finish increases the thickness by an extra 1/16” (1.5 mm).

product description

3form chroma is produced from optical grade engineered resin. chroma is available in thick-gauge formats which lends 
itself well for use in many horizontal applications. chroma is a highly functional material that brings impact when color is 
introduced. chroma is produced with brilliant colors that can be layered (up to five colors) to create an enormous range 
of hues, opacities and amazing effects. the surface of chroma features a durable renewable matte texture that can be 
easily refinished throughout its lifetime. chroma incorporates 40% pre-consumer recycled content without compromis-
ing its amazing clarity.

chroma xt is exterior grade chroma suitable for use as signage, lighting, awnings, tables or canopies. use chroma xt to 
bring amazing color and design to your exterior applications. 

chroma panels that are opaque (unless specified differently) are finished 
with a gloss backside texture to allow for more versatility during fabrica-
tion. chroma is also available with an optional patent finish.  patent is a 
high gloss finish with the highest light transmittance, but does not allow 
for refinishing. (chroma reflect is not available with patent finishes)

panel siZes and tOleranCes

all dimensions and squareness (standard or custom) are subject to a 
+1/4” or - 3/16” (+6 mm or -5 mm) tolerance. squareness (standard or 
custom) is subject to a 1/8” (3.1 mm) tolerance. 

chroma is available in 1/2 inch (12.7 mm), 1 inch (25.4 mm) and 2 inch 
(50.8 mm) thicknesses.

panel size taBle
 
nOminal GauGe panel dimensiOns

1/2" (12.7 mm) 48" x 96" (122 cm x 243.8 cm), 48" x 120" (122 cm x 304.8 cm)

1" (25.4 mm) 48" x 96" (122 cm x 243.8 cm), 48" x 120" (122 cm x 304.8 cm)

2" (50.8 mm)  48” x 96” (122 cm x 243.8 cm)

Gauge tolerances are an inherent part of working with resin. Given the 
unique manufacturing process for 3form chroma, a given gauge is sub-
ject to a +/- 10% thickness tolerance. thickness values are based on 
measurements 2-3” (50-75 mm) from the edge, along both long edges 
of each panel.

thickness tolerance taBle

standard chroma panels

GauGe*  minimum allOwanCe maximum allOwanCe

1/2" (12.7 mm) 0.450" (11.4 mm) 0.585" (14.9 mm)

1" (25.4 mm) 0.900" (22.9 mm) 1.100" (27.9 mm)

2" (50.8 mm)  1.800" (45.7 mm) 2.200" (55.9 mm)

reflect, xt and panels With reneWaBle matte Back finish

GauGe*  minimum allOwanCe maximum allOwanCe

5/8” (15.9 mm) 0.515” (13.1 mm) 0.710” (18.0 mm)

1-1/8” (28.6 mm) 0.965” (24.5 mm) 1.225” (31.1 mm)

2-1/8” (53.9 mm)  1.865” (47.4 mm) 2.325” (59.1 mm)

*chroma reflect adds 1/8” (3 mm) and chroma xt, highres and renewable matte back finish 
materials add 1/16” (1.5 mm) to overall thickness.

chroma®
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Flatness tOleranCe

chroma panels shall not have distortion in the form of a wrinkle, twist 
or scallop along the perimeter of the sheet. additionally, chroma panels 
shall not have distortion in the form of a compound curve or “s” shape. 
overall warp in the form of a simple curve (bow warp) extending across 
the sheet is permitted to a maximum of 1/4" (6.3 mm) for each 48" (1.2 m), or 
fraction thereof. panel is to be measured when laying horizontally under 
its own weight on a flat continuous surface.

specifications
Flammability & smOke test results 

BuildinG code approvals

3form chroma conforms to the 2009 international Building code® 
for light-transmitting plastics. the provisions of these codes provide 
adequate regulation for most applications of light-transmitting plastics 
[unless otherwise noted, data is based on 0.236" (6 mm) thickness]: 

test 3FOrm ChrOma result

astm d 2843 smoke density 4.1% pass less than 75

astm d 635 flame spread rate of burning: 1.2 in/min pass cc2

astm d 1929 self-ignition 
temperature

852°f pass Greater than 650°f

astm e 84-03
flame spread, 1" thickness
smoke developed

115
150

class c (76-200)
450 (less than 450)

 

panel weiGht
 
thiCkness (inChes)  weiGht Flux (lb/Ft2)

1/2" (12.7 mm)  3.1 lb/ft2 (15.1 kg/m2)

1" (25.4 mm)  6.2 lb/ft2 (30.2 kg/m2)

2" (50.8 mm) 12.4 lb/ft2 (60.5 kg/m2) 

*Chroma XT panels weigh an additional 0.4 lb/lf2 (1.9 kg/m2)

**Chroma Reflect panels weigh an additional 0.8 lb/lf2 (3.8 kg/m2)

expansiOn/COntraCtiOn allOwanCes

like all resin products, 3form chroma will expand and contract nominally 
with fluctuations in temperature. the following formula provides allow-
ances that should be made in framed or fitted applications: 

•	 longest length of panel (inches) x temperature change of the sheet  
 (°f) x 0.00004 =amount of linear expansion/contraction (inches) 
 
example:

•	a 48" x 96" panel that experiences a 50°f temperature change will  
 expand/contract: 96 inches x 50 degrees x 0.00004 = 0.192 inches

installers should take extra precautions if installation is occurring before 
the hvac systems are operational. allowances should also be made in 
the following situations:

•	 fastening points

•	channel depths in frames

•	holes for standoffs and other hardware

•	meeting points for multiple sheets of 3form chroma
 

etChinG

3form chroma may be etched with two different finishing options to 
produce patterns, text, or anything imaginable. When etching, two dif-
ferent surface finishes may be specified: polished and renewable matte. 
following are some limitations to the etching process: 

usaGe limitatiOns

3form chroma should never come in direct contact with metal fasteners. 
non-metallic* gaskets, washers, and tubing are to be utilized in conjun-
tion with mechanical connections such as point supports and frames. 
holes for fasteners must be located a minimum of 2” from the edge of 
the hole to the edge of the panel.

please contact the 3form technical help line should you have any ques-
tions regarding the use of chroma with mechanical fasteners. 
*Gaskets, washers and tubing must be produced with a non-plasticized material. suitable materials 
include: neoprene, teflon, nylon, silicone.

deFleCtiOn

3form chroma will exhibit different amounts of deflection given a variety 
of factors: fastening techniques, loads, gauges and panel dimensions to 
list a few. your 3form representative can assist you with general deflec-
tion guidelines for your application using the chroma deflection charts. 
if your application has specific engineering requirements, please contact 
the 3form technical help desk for additional direction at 801-649-2670.

heat FOrminG/COld bendinG

3form chroma can be heated and formed to produce simple or even 
complex curves and shapes. the table below lists the minimum inner 
radius for a heat formed shape. tighter radii may be possible, contact 
3form technical service for details.

thiCkness   minimum heatFOrminG radius

1/2” (12.7 mm) 4” (101.6 mm) 

1” (25.4 mm) 8” (203.2 mm) 

2” (50.8 mm)  12” (304.8 mm) 

the optimal forming temperature ranges from 300º- 330ºf. large and 
complex forming geometries should be specified to be produced by the 
3form fabrication experts.

3form Chroma XT Color Stability - Light Transmission
(Xenon Arc Accelerated Exposure Testing)
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chroma xt products are not able to accept etching as the etching pro-
cess creates part stress that could induce crazing.

only 1/2”-2” chroma may be etched.

•	 limited to 1/8” deep

•	etch must be greater than 1/2” wide 

uv expOsure perFOrmanCe

chroma xt is an excellent choice for exterior applications. the chart dem-
onstrates that the change in light transmission remains unchanged. (12,000 
kj of exposure represents approximately 10 years of outdoor exposure in 
florida) should your application be for exterior use, please notify your 3form 
sales representative.

*chroma reflect cannot be used in exterior applications.
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though 3form chroma is commonly used in flat or heat curved  
applications, the polymeric nature of the material allows a minimal 
amount of cold bending for a given panel. cold bending is not possible 
on 1" and 2" gauges. the table below shows the minimum suggested 
radius for 3form chroma at a given gauge:

thiCkness   minimum bend radius

0.500" (12.7 mm)  225" (571 cm)

edGe FinishinG

edges of 3form chroma panels are able to be machined or routed into 
a variety of different forms. in addition to a straight edge, edges may 
accept beveling, rounding, etc. additional finishing, such as sanding or 
polishing, can also be provided to some edges.

FabriCatiOn limitatiOns

chroma reflect requires special consideration during fabrication. When 
cutting panels using table saws or panels saws where the blade is situ-
ated below the panel, the back side (reflect side) of the panel needs to 
be facing up. the back side of the panel should be facing down if it is 
being cut by a circular saw or a panel saw where the blade is above the 
panel.

chroma reflect panels can be cut with a cnc router or a plunge router. 
chroma reflect must be scored with a 1/16” or 1/8” blade or tool be-
fore routing. all cnc cutting must be done from the back side. chroma 
reflect panels can not be cut with a jig saw or reciprocating saw.

reFinishinG 

one of the unique benefits of 3form chroma is its ability to be refinished. 
if 3form chroma needs to be refinished for any reason, the panels may 
be renewed by sanding. Begin by dry sanding with a course grit paper 
(100 or 150 grit) to remove blemishes/scratches. continue sanding with 
gradually finer grit papers until the surface is smooth and level and the 
blemish/scratches are removed. complete the refinishing process by 
sanding with a 220 grit paper to attain a matte finish. only the primary 
surface (non-colored side) is refinishable.

even finer grit papers may be used to attain a satin or semi-polished 
appearance. With papers greater than 400 grit, wet sanding (with water) 
should be employed. 

Be sure to keep sanders in motion at all times when refinishing surfaces 
or edges. only use light pressure with power sanders in order to main-
tain evenness and avoid overheating of the sheet surface. 

sOund transmissiOn Class (stC) values FOr ChrOma

measurement protocol: astm e 90 - standard test method for  
laboratory measurement of airborne sound transmission loss of  
Building partitions and elements

thiCkness  stC values

1/2" (12.7 mm) 32

1" (25.4 mm) 36

thermal insulatiOn values FOr ChrOma

insulation values are a function of both the convective properties (u-
values and shading coefficients) and the conductive properties (thermal 
conductivity).

ChrOma renew/renew

thiCkness

winter u-value

(btu/hr-Ft2-°F)

summer u-value

(btu/hr-Ft2-°F)

1/2" (12.7 mm) 0.82 0.81

1" (25.4 mm) 0.65 0.65

2" (50.8 mm) not tested not tested

select mechanical and physical properties 
for 3form Chroma

typiCal values

prOperty astm methOd us CustOm metriC

General

density d1505 1.19 g/cm3 1.19 x 10-3 kg/cm3

Water absorption d579 
24hrs @ 73°f

0.2% 0.2%

meChaniCal

tensile strength d638 10,000 psi 69 mpa

elongation at rupture d638 4.5% 4.5%

tensile modulus d638 400,000 psi 2800 mpa

flexural strength 
(rupture)

d790 17,000 psi 117 mpa

flexural modulus d790 480,000 psi 3300 mpa

meChaniCal

compressive  
strength (yield)

d695 17,000 psi 117 mpa

compressive deformation      d621 4000 psi,
122ºf, 24 hours)

≤0.85%

shear ultimate strength d732 10,000 psi 703 kg/cm2

impact strength  
(charpy method)

d256 notched 2.1 lbf*in/in 0.9 kgf*cm/cm

d256 un-notched 7 lbf*in/in 3.17 kgf*cm/cm

izod impact strength d256 notched ≤0.25 ft-lb/in ≤13.3 j/m

rockwell hardness d785 m-93 m-93

Barcol hardness d2583 48 48

residual shrinkage  
(internal strain)

d702 2% 2%

OptiCal

refractive index d542 1.49 1.49

light transmission (total) d1003 92% 92%

haze d1003 <1% <1%

thermal

max continuous use 
temperature

180ºf 82ºc

deflection temperature   d648 @ 264 psi          90ºc 195ºf

vicat softening point d1525 239ºf 115ºc

forming temperature 300-330ºf 149-157ºc

coefficient of thermal  
conductivity (k-factor)                

cenco-fitch 1.3 btu/(hr)ft2(ºf) 0.19 w/mºk

coefficient of thermal 
expansion

d696 
@ 60ºf (16ºc)

4.0 x 10-5(in/in/ºf) 7.2 x 10-5(mm/mm/ºc)

Chemical resistance of 3form Chroma  
to select Compounds
7 day Full immersiOn testinG @ 73ºF (23ºC) 

polymer materials are affected by chemicals in different ways. changes 
in performance or appearance when exposed to chemicals can be 
attributed to fabrication methods, exposure conditions, concentration 
of chemical substances or exposure duration. such factors can even 
influence the final effect on substances that 3form chroma is considered 
“resistant” to under test conditions. further details are explained below:

faBrication

stresses generated from sanding, grinding, drilling, polishing, machining, 
sawing and/or forming (hot or cold).
 
exposure

exposure duration, stresses imparted during the application life-cycle 
due to loads, temperature changes, heat, environments, etc. 
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application of chemicals

application from contact, rubbing, wiping, spraying, soaking, etc. also 
having an affect is the relative concentration of the chemical in question.

the following table provides indicative performance of the chemical 
resistance characteristics of clear 3form chroma panels. the following 
codes are used to describe the chemical resistance characteristics:

R = ResisTanT

3form chroma is able to withstand the identified compound for long 
exposure periods. (7 days, full immersion)

LR = LimiTed ResisTanCe

3form chroma is only resistant when in contact with this compound for 
short periods at room temperature. it is advised that further determina-
tion of the effect of the substance be further tested in your particular 
application.

n = noT ResisTanT

3form chroma is not resistant to the compound. the material will  
swell, craze, haze, dissolve or experience some physical change when  
exposed to this substance.  
 

reaGent result reaGent result

acetic acid (5%) r hydrochloric acid r

acetic acid (glacial) n hydrofluoric acid (40%) n

acetic anhydride lr hydrogen peroxide (3%) r

acetone n hydrogen peroxide (28%) n

acrylic paints and lacquers lr iso octane r

ammonia (aqueous solution) r isopropyl alcohol lr

ammonium chloride (saturated) r kerosene r

ammonium hydroxide (10%) r lacquer thinner n

ammonium hydroxide (conc.) r lactic acid (80%) lr

aniline n methane r

battery acid r methyl alcohol (50%) lr

benzaldehyde n methyl alcohol (100%) n

benzene n methyl ethyl ketone (mek) n

bituminous emulsion n methylene chloride n

bleach (see sodium hypochlorite) r mineral oil r

bromine n mortar r

butanol lr motor fuel (benzene-free) r

butyl acetate n motor fuel (with benzene) n

calcium chloride (saturated) r muriatic acid (20%) r

calcium hypochlorite r nitric acid (10%) r

carbon tetrachloride n nitric acid (40%) lr

cement r nitric acid (conc.) n

chlorine water lr oil paints (pure) r

chloroform n olive oil r

chromic acid (40%) n oxygen r

citric acid (10%) r ozone r

cottonseed oil (edible) r phenol solution (5%) n

detergent solution r phosphoric acid (10%) r

diesel oil r plaster of paris r

diethyl ether n soap solution (ivory) r

dimethyl formamide n sodium carbonate (2%) r

dioctyle formamide n sodium carbonate (20%) r

ethyl acetate n sodium chloride (10%) r

ethyl alcohol (50%) lr sodium hydroxide (1%) r

ethyl alcohol (95%) n sodium hydroxide (10%) r

ethyl dichloride n sodium hydroxide (60%) r

ethylene gycol r sodium hypochlorite (5%) r

2-ethylhexyl sebacate r stearic acid r

reaGent result reaGent result

formaldehyde (40%) r sulfuric acid (3%) r

formic acid (2%) r sulfuric acid (30%) r

formic acid (40%) lr sulfuric acid (conc.) n

gasoline (regular, leaded) lr thinners (general) n

glycerine r toluene n

glycerol r tricholoroethylene n

glycol r turpentine lr

heptane r urine r

hexane r water (distilled) r

hot bitumen lr xylene n

Cleaning instructions 
3form chroma, like all thermoplastic materials should be cleaned peri-
odically. a regular cleaning program will help to maintain the aesthetics 
and life of the material. 3form recommends the use of novus® no. 1 and 
Brillianize® plastic cleaners. Both products are specifically for use on 
plastics and help panels to resist finger-marking and static.

rinse or wipe the sheet with lukewarm water. remove dust and dirt from 
3form chroma with a damp, soft cloth or sponge and a solution of mild 
soap and/or liquid detergent in water. rinse or wipe the 3form chroma 
again thoroughly with lukewarm water. for more stubborn stains, dirty 
spots or grease, surface cleaners like fantastik® or formula 409® also 
work well. after all cleaning steps, be sure to rinse thoroughly with 
lukewarm water. 

always use a soft, damp cloth to blot dry. rubbing with a dry cloth 
can scratch the material and create a static charge. never use scrap-
ers or squeegees on 3form chroma. also avoid scouring compounds, 
gasoline, benzene, acetone, carbon tetrachloride, certain deicing fluids, 
lacquer thinner or other strong solvents.

dO nOt:

•	use squeegees or scrapers as they may scratch the sheet

•	use scouring compounds or solvents such as: acetone, gasoline,  
 benzene, carbon tetrachloride, or lacquer thinner to clean the sheet

•	use abrasives or highline alkaline cleaners

•	use a dry cloth or a cloth of synthetic fiber such as rayon or polyester  
 as they may scratch the sheet.

•	use Windex® or Glass plus® cleaners

do:

•	use warm water, mild detergent and a soft cloth or chamois

•	rinse surface thoroughly after cleaning with lukewarm water

•	Blot dry with slightly damp, soft cloth or chamois 
 

impOrtant

if a cleaning material is found to be incompatible in a short-term test, 
it will usually be found to be incompatible in the field. the converse, 
however, is not always true. favorable performance is no guarantee that 
actual end-use conditions have been duplicated. therefore, these results 
should be used as a guide only and it is recommended that the user test 
the products under actual end-use conditions.

for more information, please visit 3-form.com or call 877-649-2670. 


